Matrix simulation of duodenal crypt cell kinetics. I. The steady state.
Steady state crypt cell kinetics have been simulated using matrix algebra. The model crypt cell population is distributed through two proliferation compartments (P1 and P2) and a quiescent state (Q). Under steady state conditions half the daughter cells produced on completion of P1 enter G1 of P2 and half enter G1 of P1. Both P2 daughter cells enter Q. Cells in Q are non-dividing but retain the potential to divide. On completion of Q, cells lose the potential to divide and move up onto the villi. The model has been developed by simultaneously simulating the following biological data: (1) the per cent labeled mitosis (PML) curve, (2) the number of labeled cells per crypt as a function of time following an injection of 3H-thymidine, and (3) the total number of cells per crypt.